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Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be 
trapped with an enemy who is intent on taking your life 
and at the same time be surrounded by thousands of 
jeering onlookers? No escape, no surrender. Humiliation 
and death or survival and murder? And so we have 
Gladiator. Tuomas sets the game rules and leads the 
way with two contrasting battle stories. Meanwhile no 
less than nine other foolhardy contestants have also 
taken on this lose/lose challenge. Each one has stepped 
up and drawn their finest weapons with some resorting 
to nothing more than fists and teeth. Listen and judge for 
yourself, who will survive and who will perish. But 
imagine this, what if all of life is like the choice of the 
Gladiator? Kill or be killed, murder your innocent 
adversary or simply roll over and let it end. 
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Gladiator (Gladiator at the Colosseum Version) 
With less thrust this alternative version really sets the battle scene and draws you in. Who will win? 

 

    

Gladiator (Original Version) 
Fantastically hard metallic weaponry set to a sinister backdrop of atonal armour. 
 

Gladiator (Akkya Remix) 
Akkya takes down the whole arena with this deep, dark stomper full of cold images vs warm chords. 

 

Gladiator (Daz Furey Remix) 
Daz enters the battle zone with an array of strong and alternative weapons that easily put the enemy to flight. 

 

Gladiator (Andrei Morant Remix) 
Ultra smooth minimal tech from Texas’s Scope Recordings label boss. Watch out for the killer clap! 
 

Gladiator (Nelman Remix) 
Who would dare enter into warfare against the mighty Nelman with his thumping drums and hypnotising progressions? 

 

Gladiator (Ross Harper Remix) 
Feel the fear of entrapment. In the world of the Gladiator it is kill or be killed, do or die. Maybe to lose is best? 

 

Gladiator (Patrex Remix) 
A slow builder but do not be fooled, this one has lighting fast reactions. Approach with caution if you value your sonic vitality. 

 

Gladiator (Tosi Remix) 
All that live fear and respect the great Tosi Remix. Its thunderous lows and searing highs hold no mercy. Champion! 

 Gladiator (TWIST3D Fight Remix) 
TWSIT3D sets the scene and then devours his enemy with taunting voices and cold drawn out stabs. Ouch! 

 
Gladiator (Xilinox Remix) 
Darkness, bones and mind disease are Xilinox choice weapons. Chaos is thrown and then divine justice strikes. 
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